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ABSTRACT 
We establish a bound for the spectral variation of two complex n X n matrices 
A, B in terms of l/All, 11B11, and ][A - BII. H ere 11 II denotes the spectral norm. It is 
always better than a bound previously given by Bhatia and Friedland, and it is 
optimal. We describe the set of pairs A, B for which the bound is attained. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let cn3* denote the set of all complex n X n matrices. For the descrip- 
tion of the distance between the spectra { X 1,. . . , A, } and { I*~,. . . , p,l } of A 
and B, respectively, where A, B E C”, “, we use the spectral variation 
sA( B) = max minlX, - piI (1) 
j i 
and the eigenvalue variation 
v(A, B) = min maxIhi - ~,,(~,l (2) 
71 
where r runs through all permutations of { 1,. . . , n }. We denote by IJx I( for 
x E 42” the Euclidean vector norm, and by IjAIl = sup IIAxll/llrll the spectral 
norm. Z is the unit matrix, ej the jth unit vector. 
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Bhatia and Friedland [l] have shown that 
sA( Z?) < n’/“(2M)l~ ““l/A - Bll1’n, M = Max(llAl13 11~11). (3) 
See [2] and [3] for different proofs. In Theorem 1 we show that the factor 
n’/” can be dropped and 2 M can be replaced by I/ AIJ + II BII. Hence apart 
from the trivial case A = Z?, the new bound is always better. In Theorem 2 we 
describe the exact set of matrix pairs A, B for which equality is attained. This 
shows the optimality of the bound of Theorem 1. 
We conclude this note with some remarks concerning other norms and 
bounds of the eigenvalue variation. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. ForA, BEC”.” 
sA( B) < (II All + llB11)’ ~ ““IlA - Blll’“. (4) 
Proof Let j be such that sA( B) = mini IX i - p jl. We may assume, by 




G IIA - Bll(llAll+ ll~ll>” ‘> (7) 
as IKA - PjZk,ll Q IIAeAl+ IPjl G IIAll+ IIBII. 
We describe now the cases in which equality holds in (4). 
n 
THEOREM 2. For A, B EC”,“, A f B, B # 0 the following are equiu- 
alent: 
(i) s,dB>=(IIAll+ IIBll>‘-““IIA - Blll’“, 
(ii) 3~ E C, J&l = 1, such that A = E(IAI/Z, and B has eigenvalue - ej(B(j. 
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Proof. Assume that A, B satisfy (ii). Then obviously sA( B) = ]]A]] + ]]B]]. 
As .$]]A]]+ [[Bll) is an eigenvalue of A - B, we have I(A - BJI = IIA(1-t IIBII. 
Hence (i) holds. 
Assume now that (i) is satisfied. Then equality holds in (5),(6),(7). From 
(7) IKA - P$)e,lI = llAll+ IIBIL and we have pj= -~llBll for some EEC, 
]E] = 1, and Ae, = s]]A]]ek (k = 2,. . . , n). Equality in Hadamard’s inequality 
holds only for orthogonal columns; hence from (6) (A - /J jZ)e, = ae,; hence 
Ae, = Xsel for some s. But as by (5) all hi - p j have the same modulus, we 
have X,v = ~IlAll as well. n 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. In [3] Friedland established (3) for any operator norm I/ ]I and hence 
for any submultiplicative matrix norm. It is easy to see that (4) holds for all 
norms II IIT,p where T nonsingular, 1~ p < 00, and 
IITAXII, 
II Ah = y*y +gj- 7 
1) 
]I ]lp being the I, norm. I conjecture that this is true for all operator norms. 
Observe that the implication (ii)+(i) of Theorem 2 holds also for operator 
norms. 
2. In Theorem 2 we have excluded the case B = 0. It is obvious that in 
this case (i) holds iff maxi [Xi] = /IAll. 
3. Using the inequality [2, Theorem l] 
where 
h,(B)=em~is,(tA+(l-t)B) and u~={~:~ n odd, 
. . , n even, 
we get from (4) 
u(A, B) < an(2M)‘-““IIA - Bll1’n, ~4 = Max(llAlL llBll>. (9) 
The reasoning in the proof of (i) -+ (ii) of Theorem 2 can be extended to show 
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that 
sA(B) > (1- E)(~M)‘~““(IA - BlI”” 
implies 
v(A, B) < (2M)‘-‘” l[A-Bll”“[l+O(~)]. 
This together with (Sj and (9) shows that in (9) a, can be replaced by a 
somewhat smaller number. This is in accordance with Friedland’s conjecture 
[3] that v(A, B)< C(~LW)‘~‘/“IIA - Sll’/” with some C independent of n. 
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